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PLANNING
·TOTHE
PEOPLE
The emerging trend in
financial planning:
stripped-down service
models that can deliver
fiduciary planning to
millions of middle-class
consumers-at a profit.
By Bob Veres

THREE YEARS AGO, WHEN KAREN RAMSEY RAISED HER

minimum assets under management for new clients from
$750,000 to $1 million, she found herself confronting a
moral dilemma. From a practice management standpoint,
Ramsey, founder of Ramsey & Associates in Seattle and
author of Caring for Your Soul in Matters ofMoney, had
made a great decision. "We had been getting more and
more successful," she says. ''At the same time, I'm com
mitted to a nice work/life balance for myself and my staff.
When I raised our minimums, everybody's workload got
manageable again."
But Ramsey felt guilry about the change. "1 grew up
very poor on a farm in Colorado," she explains. "1 said to
myself, 1 have to do something for people like my par
ents, who would never have gotten into my office."
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Karen Ramsey started an
online firm, Ramsey
Investing, for clients who
want money management
but can't meet her
$1 million minimum for
full-service planning..

,
76

o make her life even more complicated, Ramsey
Taken together, these initiatives suggest that the financial
was also making expensive exceptions to her AUM
planning profession may finally be learning how to move
minimums. "A major client would come in and
our of the narrow upper end of the consumer marketplace
say, 'My sister in Montana has $200,000,''' Ram
into the broad, deep and needy middle market ofless-wealthy
sey says. "'Will you tell her what to do with it?'
consumers. In the process, some believe it may finally be ful
And of course we, as planners, look at our No.2
filling its destiny as a true profession.
client and say to ourselves, 'I'm going to take care
of anybody this person wants.'
ONLINE INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
"But what am I going to do with the sister I'm never
At this very early stage, it is possible to identify three emer
going to see, who lives in a place where there is no suitable
gent business models for delivering planning advice to this
planner to refer her to?" she adds. "I realized that I had no
broader spectrum of clients. One is being pioneered by
way of taking care of my clients' next-door neighbors, their
Ramsey: Her Ramsey Investing online service went live on
sisters or their moms, and no way to turn them away."
January 1 of this year. The service is primarily designed to
Welcome to the middle-market dilemma faced by every
offer investment management, delegates as much work as
successful planning firm. Most thriving practices have been
possible to web-based technology, and makes use of model
built by servicing people who would no longer be allowed in
portfolios that lean heavily on the investment expertise and
the door-many of whom are still clients, and, by some
research that Ramsey offers her wealthy target clients. Mini
measures, at least, unprofitable ones to boot. Meanwhile,
mum account size: $50,000 in anyone account, which she
turning away potential clients because they don't meet the
says 'will receive the same investment advice she would give a
minimum creates new problems that nobody seems to have , client who came into her office with $1 million or more.
anticipated. "When prospects who have been referred by
How does it work? Prospects who knock on Ramsey &
existing clients do not meet our minimum, it creates an
Associates' door with middle-size portfolios-or who are
referred by other high-minimum firms-are directed to
embarrassing situation for all parties," says John Hill, CEO of
Pinnacle Advisory Group in Columbia, Md. "The client
www.ramseyinvesting.com. where they create a profile, select
begins to get gun-shy about additional referrals." What's
a username and password and fill out a risk-tolerance ques
tionnaire. The answers are sent back to Ramsey's staff, who
more, ifyour firm has a focused message and target audience,
accommodating all referrals can work to your disadvantage
propose an asset allocation from one of four models. Each
when you look for new clients from other sources.
portfolio could be implemented in one of three "flavors":
As recently as last year, the normal way for larger firms to
index fund~, actively managed funds or socially responsible
handle their middle-market dilemma was to re-refer out most ! funds. "I don't want to tell people that one is better than the
other," Ramsey says.
non-wealthy prospects to the nearest member of the Garrett
Once the proposed portfolio mix 'has been posted on the
Planning Network. A sm;tll handful of others have followed a
client's personal website, an advisor on Ramsey's staff will
model that is most notably practiced by Jill Gianola in
schedule the first of a series of telephone interviews. "We
Columbus, Ohio, who offers non-wealthy prospects a "finan
want to get clear that the target allocation is consistent with
cial fitness tune-up." For a flat fee that can range from $750
their risk tolerance and with what they've been doing before
to more than $1,000, she offers a two-hour portfolio assess
they came to us," Ramsey says. "So if it's 80/20, this is their
ment and retirement sufficiency review, with no ongoing
chance to say, 'That's too scary.' Then we change the alloca
portfolio management obligation.
tion based on the phone call."
Today, however, the profession is beginning to develop a
Clients are also instructed on how to enter their current
broader response to the middle-market demand for plan
investment portfolio on the site: the name of each investment
ning services. A small but growing number of advisory firms
(Fidelity Contrafund, for example), what asset type it is
are, like John Hill at Pinnacle, creating separate divisions
(stock, mutual fund, bond, etc.) and the custodian. (An
that are intended to service-profitably-people with as lit
"other" field lists assets that the client is not sure about,
tle as $50,000 to $150,000 to invest. These departments will
which Ramsey's staff will investigate.)
offer planning to middle-~arket referral prospects, handle
The client selects one of the flavors and hits the Send
legacy clients who no longer meet the minimums and, in
button, which triggers the most creative part of the site; it
some cases, service non-wealthy consu~ers referred by other
begins to automatically search through the contents of the
high-minimum firms in their area. Others, like Karen Ram
selected Ramsey Investing portfolio, compare it with the
sey, are creating online investment management services.
client's existing portfolio, and create buy and sell orders and
And a handful of firms in Little Rock, Ark. are experimenting
ACATs forms, uploading the paperwork necessary to have
with managing a unique joint venture that offers middle
the various assets liquidated andlor transferred to Schwab
market planning to their community.
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Institutional, the Ramsey Investing custodian. The client
downloads and prints out a variety of transfer instructions
and new client applications. Another phone call helps him or
her fill out the forms.
Alas, these forms still have to be mailed to th.e client's cus
todians (they won't accept electronic signatures just yet) . Two
to four weeks later, when the various back offices have finished
transferring the assets, Ramsey's Seattle office places the trades.
After that, there is one more phone call. An advisor from
Ramsey's office gives the client a tour of the new portfolio and
walks her or him through the performance-reporting part of
the service. All client positions are automatically downloaded,
reconciled and posted on a secure website; the data is linked to
Schwab's PortfolioCenter reports, which show returns-in
the client's own password-protected web area-since incep
tion and for any time period, available 24/7 online. Each year
thereafter, a Ramsey Investing staffer calls each client to make
sure his or her investment objectives remain the same.
In the future, Ramsey plans r'
to add some educational touches
to her online service; she and
her staff are developing and
posting articles on such subjects
as, "What is socially responsi
ble?" "What does it mean when
the Fed raises rates?" and "What
is a contingency fund and how
much should you have?" If
clients ask for financial planning
services, she intends to refer
them out to an planner who, for
an hourly fee, will supplement
the portfolio management with
advice offered over the phone.
Other practitioners are following similar models. A new
service called OnCubic-a joint venture between Capital
Financial Advisors in San Diego and Leonard Wealth Man
agement in Redondo Beach, Cali(-also offers middle-mar
ket consumers a risk-tolerance questionnaire and three or
five model portfolios (depending on client's total assets) over
the web. OnCubic also offers online performance statements.
"The data is constantly updated," says Scott Leonard, one of
the partners. "Whenever you log in, you can see yesterday's
market close or create your own performance report."
Unlike Ramsey Investing, OnCubic has no minimums,
although the minimum fee of $600 a year roughly translates
into the standard cost of managing a $67,000 portfolio. And
instead of three flavors, OnCubic offers one: index funds, pri
marily from Dimensional Fund Advisors.
Leonard's preference for index funds, in part, accounts for
why he wanted to create the service in the first place. When
Leonard decided to sell the least-wealthy 25% of his client
I
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base in order to raise his minimums and profitability, he
couldn't find a home for them that shared his low-cost index
investment philosophy. "I had a problem dumping clients
who took a leap of faith with me back in the early years," he
says. "And we had a large amount of unrealized gains in our
clien ts' taxable accounts. I didn't want the next advisor selling
and replacing them."
So instead of selling those clients to an outside advisor,
Leonard sold them to OnCubic, as did Christopher Van
Slyke, OnCubic's joint venture partner and owner of Capital
Financial Advisors-for different reasons, though. "My phi
losophy is that most people who have a net worth ofless than
$1.5 million don't need full-blown wealth management,"
Van Slyke says. "Most of what they need can be done in a
couple of hours with an experienced CFP advisor."
This leads to another distinction between OnCubic and
Ramsey Investing: OnCubic doesn't have any maximums.
Both Leonard and Van Slyke are transferring clients who actually do meet their minimums
but whose situations aren't com
plex enough to require an expen
sive menu of wealth manage
merit services. "Some of our
long-term clients, we have their
lives so dialed-in that they occa
sionally ask, 'Why are my fees
so high?'" Leonard explains.
"We can move them over to
OnCubic and charge them an
hourly rate for any planning
work they might need."
Currently, OnCubic's gradu
ated AUM fee (more on this
below) pays for a retirement efficiency analysis, insurance
evaluation and recommendations on estate planning, all
handled with a single phone call. Whichever firm sells the
client to OnCubic is responsible for handling the setup as
well as the follow-up planning call.
Leonard and Van Slyke see their service as a place to incu
bate less-wealthy clients until they meet their firm's mini
mums. For every referred client, they will pay two times the
gross revenues they receive from that client in the first year,
paid out over a four-year period, and they 0ffer the same
terms if advisors want to buy. the client back at some future
date. At the same time, they feel like they've found a solution
to their own middle-market dilemma. 'Tve always taken my
clients' kids and relatives as a favor," 'says Van Slyke. "But
you're just a little inconsistent in your message when you're
saying that you work only with high-net-worth families and
people know you're taking smaller accounts. It kind of toys
with your integrity. Now Scott and I have a way to help
those smaller accounts."

The financial planning
profession may finally be
learning how to move out
of the narrow upper end
of the marketplace and into
the broad, deep and needy
middle market of
less-wealthy consumers.
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